
Dear Jin, 
3/4/84 

It appears that I have ways of getting letters from the FBI, which is to put on paper what they can see as enbarressing to them, and: to give Metoalfe something he cannot deal with easily. It is transparent that Hall sent me the enclosed after getting uy letter to you, with a covering letter to him and one to Netealfe. There 

and isn't it nice for Ketcalfe, when he has something he can’t handle, to atdicate and transfer the appeals function to the agency whose failures are the subject of the appeals? 

It is necessary, with the FBI and its need to Me to follow policy, to examine each and every word. In their effort to mgks it appear that they could notnunderstand what I wrote they had to mike a change inuwhat I did write and to quote whet » daa gk rite. They just made referrals “from the CLA into referrals “to" the CIA, 
They have still another Problem in this and that is the FBI records referred back from the CIA inelude JFK assassination records, the F3I's letter to me so describing them, and you have it, that the FEE did net disclose in its general disclosures and that without much possibility of doubt at ali will include and/or refer to Dellas and New Orleans records not disclosed. It is for this, among other reasons, that you may want to cue lynch in, Please try to remember FBI investigative Bractise: the office of origin is the funnel to FBIEQ. Dallas wes office of origin and New Orleans was « virtaul second oc. 

I keep rubbing the KGB disclosures in because they not only withhold fron ne whatever they gave Oglesby for the specific purpose of having hin give it to the KGB but beceuse they have argued to the Congress that they need refief from FOIA to keep the KGB from getting FBI and CIA records. 
AS of now I'm sending Hetealfe no covering letter, only a xerox of this to Hell. How hamhanded he is, to let Hall reply for him a second tmo! 
i have not reminded then of it recently because they may fix upon another lie 

separate file (and I'd guess in the reading room), but I als appealed that, again 
» 

While it may be that I did not respond to Hulits 8/24/83 when I urote you about a% ‘the noxt day, if it does not take more than a moment for you, would you please check your file for that day and see if I did? But this is not important enough for you to take more than a moment. The rest is overwhelming enough.


